
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DISSERTATION QUESTIONS

Intellectual Property Law Dissertation Topic Examples 1. Business Yet the question of how to balance these aspects is
complex and varies between industries.

Is it a product of the increased divorce rate or has it caused it? All forms of copying, distribution or
reproduction are strictly prohibited and will be prosecuted to the Full Extent of Law. Some suggestions for
commercial law topics are made below. It should be noted that every aspect of UK life is significantly affected
by European law, and therefore this area of research has gained tremendously popularity. Protection of clinical
[test] data: need for data exclusivity laws in India? Visit thesishelpers. Other topics that may be of interest
include the Child Support Act , financial orders for children, the enforcement of financial obligation to a child
or children, the award of maintenance and the enforcement of the arrears of maintenance payments and
enforcement of financial obligations in the Magistrates court. Examine the attitude of the courts, as
demonstrated in relevant rulings, toward trusts espousing political purposes. Limitations and exceptions for
Libraries and Archives under the copyright law. Examine the potential legal ramification of stem cell research
to include human embryos cultivated for profit. As posted to a moral obligation or mere gift, certainty of
intention can be best described as clarity of intention. The impact of European Law on intellectual property
rights in the UK The end of the road for loss of a chance? This will mean your efforts and time wasted. It is a
complex area to study, so here are some suggestions to help you with your law dissertation on tort Law. A
wide array of topics can be covered under this subject area. What are the major reasons for rejection of a
copyright application? An assessment of the future of consumer protection in the UK in the post Brexit era.
Can a company or person claim to have a copyright for a color pattern or shade? Is there any possible relation
between intellectual property laws in UK and the Europe? Discuss the legal ramifications of breaches of
authoritative norms in general international law. For example, a growing interest has developed with regard to
the effect that the law of the EU has had upon the UK constitution. Copyright-related dissertation topics are
recognised as including the authorship, ownership and duration of copyright, copyright in film and sound
recordings, literary, dramatic musical or artistic works, computers and copyright infringement, the need for
originality, copyright and databases, works of architecture, adaptations, parallel imports, EC competition and
copyright law, and primary and secondary infringement of copyrighted works. Examine the conflict between
civil liberties and public safety in the arena of anti-terrorism legislation. A critical review of economic loss in
21st century tort law Human rights and immigration law The primary objective of human rights and
immigration law is to ensure and protect human rights at domestic, regional and international levels. It is
important because without these laws, companies will not be safe and anyone can easily steal from someone
else. Important issues of law that are covered by commercial law include real estate, secured transactions,
credit transactions, bankruptcy, banking and contracts. If not, why not? Frequently, it will involve some kind
of comparison with other countries. Economic analysis of Intellectual property rights. If yes then how?
Examine the conflict between general business law and corporate trade secrets. The subject deals with
trademark, copyrights, ownerships and patents. Has the introduction of the Criminal Cases Review
Commission improved the position? Below is a list of catchy and interesting dissertation topics that you can
choose for an intellectual property law assignment Do intellectual property rights affect the economy in any
way? Compare and contrast the intellectual property laws and systems in UK and US What is plagiarism and
what are its penalties What is fair pricing and fair dealing supposed to mean in terms of copyright laws? Is the
UK intellectual property law fair and safe enough for the owners and the users? Essentially, this area of law
takes into consideration the registration of marriages, statutory rights concerning marriage, the effects of a
decree, void and voidable marriages, the impact of the Human Rights Act, the legal stature of unmarried and
married individuals, and the case for reform of UK family law. The impact of the decision of Harrison v
Gibson on the law of the clarity of intention? This can provide an interesting focus for any law dissertation
proposal. Data protection: Need for a legislation in India? No Topics Myriad Patent casea critique Open
standards in e-governance in India: implications on IP protection and standards Non-patentability on the basis
of ordre public and morality Rights of the Broadcasting Organisations: international developments and
implications on India Moral Rights of authors and performers The three step test under Article 30 of
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TRIPsimplications Critique of Pozzoli case Inventive step test Exclusion of Methods of Medical Treatment
from patentability Analysis of extended passing off in UK and India Implications of grant of Compulsory
licensing of Patent in India. Discuss the process of judicial review from a strong vs weak perspective. The
principal features of our academic writing services are: Most affordable Customised to your exact
requirements Full referenced to your required referencing system Timely delivery. In case, you have not
thought about the topic for your dissertation yet, it is then time to decide it now.


